THE POWER OF ONE

StarHub SmartSIP and Microsoft Teams

Redefine collaboration by connecting StarHub SmartSIP with
Microsoft Teams to create one integrated communications
experience for your business.
Embrace new ways of working by integrating office phones with Microsoft Teams. Empower your
business with a unified voice and collaboration tool for all internal and external communication.

Today, forward-looking organizations want to keep
business always-on anytime, anywhere.

That’s why collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams are
witnessing increased adoption.

As remote working becomes more prevalent,
organizations are leaning on collaboration tools to
adapt to new styles of working and ensure business
continuity.

But, at the same time, it is also an imperative to
collaborate with external stakeholders such as
customers and partners and business phones are still
the most effective way to communicate.

According to IDC, by 2024, enterprises with
collaborative work environments will see
30% higher productivity and higher revenue
per employee than their peers.

How can a business bridge a traditional phone with
a collaboration tool such as Microsoft Teams for a
seamless experience?
SmartSIP for Teams Calling, makes that possible.

StarHub SmartSIP for Teams calling completes Microsoft Teams by
integrating quality business voice calling with Teams, providing businesses
with a unified voice and collaboration tool for all communication.

Gaps in Today’s Unified Communication Tools


Inability to integrate
traditional voice with modern
collaboration tools

The need to integrate
new age cloud-based
collaboration tools with
existing systems

The Rise of Cloud Telephony
According to Gartner, cloud-based telephony
will be the fastest-growing category of UC.
The market is projected to grow by 8.9%
this year and 17.8% in 2021.

The need to manage
and maintain disparate
solutions for collaboration
and communication

Combine cloud telephony with a collaboration tool
such as Microsoft Teams to create one integrated
communications experience from a single app.
Make and receive phone calls from any
location

Source: https://www.gartner.com

Cloud telephony replaces physical PBXs with a
software-based phone system hosted in the cloud.
It eliminates the need to provision telephony
equipment, thereby reducing infrastructure costs,
and allowing you to embrace new ways of working.

Use any compatible device that is
connected to the Internet
Works with desk phone, soft phone
(a software-based phone on a PC) or a
mobile phone

SMARTSIP FOR
TEAMS CALLING

StarHub SmartSIP for Teams Calling
provides a cloud telephony solution that
integrates your existing business phones
with Microsoft Teams in a single app.

Enable Remote
Working

Unify Your
Collaboration Solutions
An integrated collaboration and
enterprise voice system to unify
your workplace.

Features

Simplify Calling

Deliver a unified experience on
any device using soft-clients,
mobile and desktops, whether
you’re working in the office, at
home, or on the move.

Enjoy All the Features of
Your Traditional Phone

Through a single user interface,
it allows a single business
number to make and receive
local and international calls.

Retain Your Number
Your existing phone number can be
easily ported to ensure continuity.

Leverage the same features that
you get with your traditional phone
such as outbound and inbound
calls, call hold, transfer, forwarding
audio conferencing and voicemail
in the cloud.

Benefits
Accomplish More
Boost productivity by combining voice and collaboration apps in one workspace without the need to
switch between Teams and desk phones.

Get Rid of IT Management Challenges
Reduce reliance on traditional PBX and on-premises hardware. Remove the complexity of
managing multiple phone systems or maintaining a separate voice network.

Robust and Fault-resilient Solution
Everything is in the cloud, providing a very robust and fault-resilient solution, without the need to
worry about downtime or hardware failure.

Simple and Flexible Administration
Scale up in a matter of minutes as your business grows, without having to interrupt the existing
infrastructure.

Save Cost with a Cloud-based Solution
Cloud-based service eliminates upfront investment in hardware. You can use Teams as your
primary phone system or integrate it with existing PBXs/phones.

Free On-net Calls for Calling SG Numbers
Enjoy free On-Net calls between teams clients irrespective of the geographical location.

Special IDD Rates

Save
More

SmartSIP for Teams Calling, the IDD rates are adjusted, with estimated
55% savings on the IDD rates.

Free Incoming Calls
Receive calls from Singapore when travelling without paying any toll
charges or voice roaming services even when you are abroad.

Save on roaming charges
Regardless of where you are, you can make calls to any local Singapore number
and pay only local toll charges.

HOW IT WORKS

SmartSIP is StarHub’s business voice trunk
that uses the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to
enable telephone calls to be made through an
Internet connection.

• S
 tarHub SmartSIP for Teams Calling leverages Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing feature which
connects your PSTN lines to Microsoft Phone System.
• S
 tarHub will provide SmartSIP and Team Connector service which is hosted in Azure cloud for
integrating Microsoft Teams with PSTN, allowing users to make PSTN calls.
• S
 tarHub Managed Services can provide seamless integration for Direct Routing to manage all office
phone calls through Teams. As well as support even more complex solutions and integrate into your
organization’s business workflow.

One-Stop-Shop
Simplify your business
communications with
StarHub as a one-stop
trusted solution provider
of enterprise voice, cloud
collaboration, networks
and services.

Microsoft
Certified Partner
Technical certifications
and partnerships
with Microsoft
ensure StarHub can
deliver guaranteed
performance and
support requirements
for Microsoft products.

WHY
CHOOSE
STARHUB?

Flexible and Cost
Effective

Managed Services
Our comprehensive managed
services provide planning,
deployment, integration
and support with minimal
disruption to your business.

Avoid getting charged for the
lines that are not being used,
pay only for what you need.

WHAT YOU NEED
TO GET STARTED

Customers with Microsoft 365 and a Phone System
license will be able to use this service. This is
included with E5 licenses, and can be added to E1,
E3, M1, M3 , M5 or M365 ProPlus subscriptions.

Base license

Microsoft 365 Plan
• E1, E3, M365 Basic, M365 Standard, M365 Premium
• Formerly O365 Biz Essentials, Premium

Phone Feature Add-on

Microsoft Phone System
• or upgrade to E5 plan
• Not required for E5 subscribers

Integrate SmartSIP

StarHub SmartSIP for Teams Calling service

Next
Steps

Port your number
from your existing
service provider to
StarHub, if applicable

Choose or upgrade
your Microsoft 365
licenses.

1

2
Select StarHub
SmartSIP for
Teams Calling

3

4
Engage in a
Professional Service
from StarHub to set
this up

Contact us and find out more about SmartSIP with Teams Calling today.
1800 888 8888

starhub.com/teams-calling
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